alpha-L-fucosidase variant and lipid-associated sialic acid in hereditary ovarian cancer.
In a previous study of alpha-L-fucosidase (ALF) activities in plasma samples from three ovarian cancer-prone kindreds, we observed a significant inverse correlation of cancer susceptibility and enzyme activity. Because a low level of plasma ALF activity is an inherited characteristic that has been termed the "fucosidase variant," the above demonstration has provoked great interest in the fucosidase variant relative to the genetic transmission of ovarian cancer susceptibility. We have now observed in these same plasma samples that the concentrations of lipid-associated sialic acid (LAS) are also inversely correlated with the ALF activities and, therefore, directly correlated with ovarian cancer susceptibility. In the fucosidase variant individual, the ALF is modified intracellularly, but the modified enzyme only exhibits decreased activity in the plasma. For this reason, ALF cannot be involved in tumorigenesis. Rather, the factor that modifies ALF is probably involved and is the inherited character. Therefore, we hypothesize that this modifier is responsible not only for the "fucosidase variant" but also for the elevated concentration of LAS and plays a role in hereditary ovarian cancer.